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Abstract: this paper represents development and application of method for 
controlling service robot via voice commands. We created web based user interface 
and implemented voice recognition method, which recognizes given commands from 
the user and send control commands to the service robot. This method is based on 
Google Cloud Speech API and uses HTML, Python Django and ROS. Our goal is to 
achieve complex robot control based on the recognized commands from the users. 
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1. Introduction 

Service robots controlled by voice command are very effective especially for 
physically challenged people [12]. They can also be very useful in industries and at 
places where human life is endangere [7]. In the home or office, robots have to be 
interactive. People needs assitants that can understand their wishes and bring to them 
different objects [8]. 

The advancements in technology in speech recognition over the past few years 
have led to increased research on user voice commands. (Some results of design 
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implementation can be found in home appliances operating by voice command, some 
design implementation of robots and forklift navigation based on voice command).( 
It gives exact concept of controlling a robot by voice.) Robot is capable of 
understanding and synthesizing human speech for communication [4].  

Service robots usually provide different types of control and interaction [6]. They 
are controlling directly by physical joysticks. Others provide specific user interfaces 
controlled distantly by tablets, phones, laptops [11]. There are systems that 
recognizes gestures also. However, most of the people needs to speak with the robots, 
so the robot have to recognize their speech and to talk to them. Most of the speech 
recognition systems needs a powerfull algorithms and neural network learning to be 
able to work [14]. In addition, some robots can make their own decisions, according 
to the needs of their owner [5].  

 Speech is an ideal method for robotic control and communication. This is a kind 
of direct teleoperation of the robot [9]. The speech-recognition circuit we will outline, 
functions independently from the robot’s main intelligence [central processing unit 
(CPU)]. This is a good thing because it doesn’t take any of  the  robot’s  main  CPU  
processing  power  for  word  recognition. The speech recognition software is speaker 
independent allowing any human voice to operate the robot.  The special feature of 
the user interface is the ability of the software to allow any particular user its use 
without training. 

We are using voice to control the service mobile robot motion by giving specific 
voice commands.  The  speech  recognition  software  running  on  a  PC  is  capable  
of  identifying  any voice  commands,  issued  by  a user.  After  processing  the  
speech,  the  necessary  motion  instructions  are  given  to  the  mobile  platform via 
the embedded computer of the robot. 

2. Speech recognition systems 

To develop speech recognition system is very complicated and hard working. We 
realized that there are some speech recognition systems, which we can use for our 
robot [1], [3], [15]. 

• Pocketsphinx: a free, real-time continuous speech recognition system 

Pocketsphinks is a package of CMU Sphinx toolkit. PocketSphinx is a library 
that depends on another library called SphinxBase, which provides common 
functionality across all CMUSphinx projects. There are some ready to use 
language models but for our purposes we needed Bulgarian language, which 
has not a model. To develop custume model we have to build our dictionary, 
then to build language model. The next steps are adapting the default acoustic 
model and training an acoustic model for CMUSphinx [2].  

• Google Cloud Speech API 
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Google Cloud Speech API enables developers to convert audio to text by 
applying powerful neural network models in an easy to use API [13]. The API 
recognizes over 110 languages and variants, to support your global user base. You 
can transcribe the text of users dictating to an application’s microphone, enable 
command-and-control through voice, or transcribe audio files, among many other use 
cases. Recognize audio uploaded in the request, and integrate with your audio storage 
on Google Cloud Storage, by using the same technology Google uses to power its 
own products [15]. 

3. Application of the speech recognition 

Comparing Pocketsphinx with Google API, we decided to use Google API for 
our speech recognition. To apply Google speech recognition API in our web based 
user interface we have written some script in HTML, JavaScript and Python-Django 
[10]. 

We added new block in our main page of the user interface named Mobile Base 
Control. That block is for controlling the mobile base of the robot. There are four 
buttons for movement directions and empty box with microphone icon (fig. 1). The 
buttons are for simple button control.  

 
Figure 1. Speech icons in the User Interface 

When the user wants to speak to the robot, he has to press the microphone and 
then to speak to the device for about 5 seconds. Google API recognizes the speech 
and as respond writes the recognized words in the empty box. Therefore, the user can 
see what the system has recognized. After that, we compare the recognized words 
with our ready commands for control. When there is matching the interface send 
control commands to the robot. In the figure 2, we represent the global 
communication of the user, user interface, Google API and the robot. Our system 
relies entirely on Google API for the recognition, then processing recognized words. 

In more details, we have written the code for Google API in JavaScript and our 
recognition function name is ‘startDictation’. The function calls 
'webkitSpeechRecognition', which is the Google API and waits for the API to return 
result. We write the result in the empty box for the user. For comparing the result 
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with our phrases, we use another function ‘checkCommand’. That function is called 
in the ‘startDictation’ function and compare the words directly in the JavaScript. 

 
Figure 2. Communication - User, User Interface, Google API and Robot. 

There are some additional options for our recognition. We can change the 
language if the recognition in our function. We can use all 110 languages that Google 
API supports. The only thing that we have to change is the value of the 
“recognition.lang = "";”. For Bulgarian the value is “bg-BG”, for English is “en-EN” 
etc. Of course, if we change recognition language we will have to change the 
language of our command phrases. 

4. Experiments and results 

To test our system, we have developed the following tests. We first checked 
whether the Google API successfully recognized Bulgarian. In addition, we tested 
voice recognition for Bulgarian language with different voices, which was very 
important to check that different voices were recognized. We managed to succeed 
almost 93% voice recognition on different voices. Then we saved four ready phrases 
to recognize - forward, backward, left and right. Then we checked that our program 
was successful in recognizing the words that were returned to us by the API. The last 
step is to send commands to the robot. We also monitor the performance of the 
system. 

All systems successfully performed their tasks. Google API recognizes 
Bulgarian. Our functions compares the recognized words and control functions sends 
commands to the robot. 
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5. Conclusion 

Speech communication between humans and machines is very important and 
applicable. Тhe application of ready-made voice recognition systems contributes to 
the rapid development of voice communication between people and robots. This type 
of communication provide better interaction and tele-control. In future, our goal is to 
create semi-autonomous control of the robot by using phrases that are more 
complicated in our control system. This will help us to develop interactive system. 
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Аннотация: этот документ представляет собой разработку и применение 
метода управления служебным роботом посредством голосовых команд. Мы 
создали веб-интерфейс пользователя и реализовали метод распознавания 
голоса, который распознает данные команды от пользователя и отправляет 
управляющие команды сервисному роботу. Этот метод основан на Google 
Cloud Speech API и использует HTML, Python Django и ROS. Наша цель - 
добиться комплексного управления роботом на основе признанных команд от 
пользователей. 

Ключевые слова: распознавание речи, API Google Cloud Speech, HTML, Python 
Django ROS, управление роботом 
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